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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Revit UI terms
Where do we begin to model
Standards to put in place
What should we leave behind

Description
In the structural world we seldomly play a role in deciding which design software we use. The
dreaded time has come when we are requested to design in Revit. We don't have a general
idea of where to begin, what standards to set in place, and how to move from the 2D realm to
3D. Let us stop fearing the unknown and embrace it the right way.

Speaker(s)
Michael is a dedicated technical specialist assisting the AEC Industry with over 6 years of
experience. With his detail-oriented approach and strong passion for success, he strives to find
more efficient workflows and processes by utilizing BIM. With his help, firms are able to create
custom content and transition from AutoCAD to REVIT. He has an Associate’s of Applied
Science with an emphasis in Computer Aided Design. Michael has worked with Engineers and
Architects to create construction documents for projects ranging from Commercial, Industrial,
Residential and Structural. He also has experience in mechanical design, creating shop
drawings and production drawings. Michael also enjoys giving back as shown when he won a
design competition with Habitat 4 Humanity and by teaching his fellow industry colleagues on
how to become more efficient in BIM and let the software work for them rather than against
them.
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Revit Design Process
Parametric: This term refers to the relationship between elements in your model that allow you
to coordinate and efficiently manage changes in your model. When designing you are modeling
in 3D around 97% of the time. The long-established way of doing repetitive tasks is gone.

Long Established Process
Creating plan views first. Then sections and maybe subbing out the creation of a 3D Model.
Another process could be to create your 2D plan sets, then create an analysis model… Doing
double the work.

Revit Design Process
When designing in Revit you are designing in 3D around 97% of the time. Introducing this new
term of parametric data elemenating repetitive tasks. When one thing is updated that element is
updated in the associated views and reports. Eliminating the need for rework in your project.

Revit UI
The Revit user interface is an effective way to access commands. Understanding its structure
before you start designing is an important part of the learning process. If you learn these terms,
it will help you search and ask for the correct help later on in your design process. The Revit UI
consists of the following, Quick Access ToolBar, Status Bar, File Tab, Ribbon, Options bar,
Properties Palette, Project Browser, View Tabs.

Quick Access Toolbar: Notes
The Quick Access Toolbar is a place for commonly used commands. TIP: You can add more
commands to this area by right clicking on a command and selecting add to Quick Access
Toolbar.
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Status Bar: Notes
The Status Bar is in the lower left portion of your design environment. It indicates the current or
next process of the commend that you are in.

File Tab: Notes
Quick Tip: A couple recommended settings to change are found under options. The three I
always instruct students to change are the double click options for families (do nothing). Then
your selection color and your pre-selection color. Also look here for a hot key list.
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Ribbon: Notes
TIP: You can rearrange the tabs from options in the file tab or holding control and dragging it to
a new location. You can also rearrange the panels under your tab by left clicking, holding, and
dragging to a new location.

Options Bar: Notes
The options bar or what I like to call the “dynamic options” bar is a key process in any command
selected. This will display when a commend is selected.
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Properties Palette: Notes
The Properties host mulitpile aspects to it, the Type Selector, Filter, Instance Properties and
Type Properties.

Project Browser: Notes
The Project Brower contains a series of lists for all the views in your model as well as all your
component families and any links you have associated in your model.
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View Tabs: Notes
View tabs are a huge upgrade for all Revit versions beyond Revit 2018. They work in a similar
fashion to google chrome tabs.

TIP: Hot key, (WT)will tile your windows, (TW) to bring back to tab views.
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View Control Bar: Notes
This area allows you to control visual aspects of the view such as the scale of the drawing or
revealing your analytical model.

Better Understanding Revit Elements
Model Elements: Families
Host Elements: System Families
These families are natively built into Revit and almost all can be modified in some form.
Loadable component families can be hosted to these “Host Families.” Some Host family
examples are walls, floors, and roofs.
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Components Families: Loadable Families
These families are loaded into your project such as structural columns, isolated footings
and framing members.

View-Specific Elements
Detail Components: Detail Elements
These are 2D families that are loaded into your project, they almost resemble a block
from AutoCAD, the caveat being, they host parametric information. They are only
represented in the view you bring them into.

Annotation Elements: Annotation Families
These 2D scaled elements assist you in documenting your model.
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View Elements
View Elements help you create construction documents for your project. These consist of plans,
sections, sections, etc.

Datum Elements
These elements help you provide context to your physical model. Datum Elements consist of
grids, levels, reference plans, etc.
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Project Check List
Below you will find a list of what should be modeled and the order it should be modeled in.
✔ Coordination Model

Revit Version
Project Location
✔ Link-in Coordination Model

View Display to Coordination
Copy/Monitor Levels & Grids
✔ Columns & Grids
✔ Foundation

Foundation Walls
Retaining and
Bearing Footings
Isolated Footings

✔ Structural Framing

Individual Beam Members
Beam Systems
Bracing
Trusses
✔ Structural Slabs

Foundations, Structural Floors,
and Roofs
✔ Structural Reinforcement
✔ Structural Analysis
✔ CD Set’s

Creating Details
Generating Schedules

What should we leave behind?
Remembering back to the design process that Revit works off parametric data. We no longer
have to recall back to where changes were made to update the correlating views. We can leave
the tedious and mondain task of non-parametric data behind and embrace this new and efficient
workflow. I highly recommend looking at some of the free publications I’ve done to help you get
a jump start on your new endeavor.
AutoCAD to Revit the Structural Way:
In the Structural world we very seldom play a role in deciding which design software we use.
The dreaded time has come when we are requested to design in Revit and we don't have a
general idea of where to begin, what standards to set in place, and how to move from the 2D
realm to 3D. Let us stop fearing the unknown and embrace it the right way.
The Structural Guide to Revit Templates:
Revit Templates help design firms cultivate and set standards, allowing for easy project startup
and maintenance. However, there are many factors that influence a successful and usable
template. From Project Base Point/Survey Point to View Filters, annotation and template
maintenance, you’ll get a full rundown of the Revit template creation process.
As always feel free to reachout or check out any future posts on my social media https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-echave/
Thank you for attending my class.
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